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"Underthe Umbrellaof BlackCivilization":A
Conversationwith ReginaldMcKnight

alking to ReginaldMcKnightis like scanning an imaginary
worldwide radio dial. At any given moment he can transform his pleasant speaking voice into a raspy, aged, Middle
Eastern-by-way-of-NewYorkaccent-or a deep Southerndrawl.
In an instanthe can switch from a precise West Africandialect to
hip, urbanstreet lingo, and then effortlesslysegue back to his normal voice. McKnightsays he "hit the ground running"as a
mimic, and his talent was broadened as he lived all over the
United Statesas the son of an Air Forcesergeant.His time spent
on the road-including a year-longvisit to Senegal as a young
man-brought him into contactwith many differentvoices, and
those voices erupt occasionallyto illustratehis conversations.
While many people are able to imitate orally the voices they hear,
McKnightalso translatesthese voices into narrative.He allows
these voices to tell their own stories, stories that explore race in
the United States as well as race in Africa.In McKnight'sfiction,
"multiculturalism"is as likely to mean a clash of culturesbetween
black people as it is between black and white people.
Moustapha'sEclipse (1988),McKnight'sprize-winning collection of short stories, demonstrateshis expansive view of black
culture;it includes voices that tell stories set in the sixties-era
South, the contemporaryAmericanwest, the Old West ... and
West Africa. The range of these stories representsMcKnight's
belief that, as he once wrote, "Weare, from the bottom to the top,
as polymorphous as the dance of Shiva."His subsequentbooks,
the novel I Get on the Bus (1990),the short stories in TheKind of
Light ThatShines on Texas(1992),his book of stories WhiteBoys
(1998),his new novel He Sleeps (2001),even the collection of quotations and sayings in AfricanAmerican Wisdom(1994),contain a
multiplicity of voices-expressing a variety of viewpoints-that
nod to McKnight'sdesire that black-skinnedpeople worldwide
consider themselves "a civilization, a collection of cultures,societies, nations, individuals, 'races.'" In large part, McKnight's
racialistperspectivehas to do with his coming of age in the postCivil Rights Movement era. He writes fiction that is a part of a
growing sub-genre of black literaturewhich often announces
itself in book titles:Besides WhiteBoys,by McKnight,there is The
WhiteBoy Shuffle,by Paul Beatty;Negrophobia,by Darius
James;The LastIntegrationist,by JakeLamar;and Caucasia,by
Danzy Senna,just to name a few. Trey Ellis has argued that these
texts are indicative of a "New BlackAesthetic"-Greg Tate
prefers "post-liberatedaesthetic"-that discusses the reality of the
"culturalmulatto"(or "culturalchameleon,"to use Paul Beatty's
term)-that black,post-Civil RightsMovement peculiaritywhose
existence traversesboth black and white worlds. I sat down to
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talk with McKnightabout his contribution to this genre, his fictionalbody of
work that explores race in order to, as
he puts it below, "elbow a space" for
himself in black culture.
We talked twice. After a long session in his small, unassuming apartment in College Park,where he taught
creativewriting at the University of
Maryland(he is currentlyteachingat
the University of Michigan),we finished late in the evening aftera reading
at the College of the Holy Cross in
Worcester,Massachusetts.When
McKnightsaid he didn't truly consider
himself a writer until he went to Africa,
we began talking about how long it
takes for some persons to call themselves "writers."I wondered what happened in Africathat allowed him finally to identify himself as a writer.

I had an insomnia problem. So I spent
a great deal of time writing.
I think I was really trying to ...
recreatemyself. I was dissatisfied with
myself as a human being. I wanted to
make myself into a better human
being, and the only way I could think
to do it was throughwriting. You do so
much explorationof the self in writing,
and sometimes you don't even know
what you think or feel until it's in written form. It was beyond therapy. It was
like revising my soul the way you'd
revise a text. When I got back from
AfricaI thought the revision of my personality was a complete failure.
However, I knew I had done things in
my writing that I had never been able
to touch before. I really extended
myself. I think about that period of
JohnColtrane'sapprenticeshipwhen
he had things in his head that he couldn't get out through his horn and he
McKnight:When I went to AfricaI
wrote every day, eight to sixteen hours was laughed off the stage, booed off
a day. You think, "How the hell could the stage, and then locked himself
you have seen Africaif you wrote that away for months and months and
months. That was his apprenticeship;
often?"(Laughs.)Well, the sixteenhour days were ... I wrote probablya he went back and stunned people.
Well, I have yet to stun people, but I
quarterof a million words or more
know that a lot of the things that are in
while I was there.Most of it I knew
was just, you know, the crucible;it was my head I do get on the page. And
that's a good feeling.
the place I went inwardly to make
myself write. I knew that that experiAshe: Was it a change that was particence would make me or breakme.
to Africa?Could this have hapular
Could I write every day, could I write
some place else? Or was it
pened
with that kind of intensity every day?
important
that you, as an African
All of the work I have written since
American,were in Africain order to
then has grown out of that period,
execute this transformation,this "reviexcepting two or three short stories.
sion of the soul"?
Now, I'd written maybe fifteen short
stories before I went to Africa,and
McKnight:It couldn't have happened
some of them were pretty good, but
in any other place but Africa,I'm sure.
when I left that place I had done some- The reason I think so is that I had a
really strong desire to go to a lot of
thing to myself in a really profound
way-imprinted myself with the writ- other places as a young man. I wanted
ten word in ways that I hadn't prior to to go to South America,I wanted to go
that. I mean, there I was, 6,000 or 7,000 to Spain, I wanted to go to Australia.
miles from all my friends, all my fami- But here I was in a place that really
ly, in a place where I didn't speak
forced me to look at myself. I was in a
either Frenchor Wolof very well, the
place where it's very likely that my reltwo principallanguages spoken in
atives had lived. I got a sense of history
that I wouldn't have gotten any place
Senegal. So I did have a lot of time to
spend alone because socially it was so else. As a black person, here I was at
hard to really feel a part of things. And sort of the pregenerativesite of every-
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thing my ancestors,my forbearscame
from. I was in a place that really made
me look at myself as a self that was
individually unique, but also part of
this enormous historicalprocess. That
couldn't have happened, I think,in any
other place but Africa,particularly
West Africa,where most of us from the
U.S. are derived. And as much as I was
interestedin Africafrom the intellectual point of view and in terms of literature, I really wasn't sure if I even wanted to go. Matterof fact, there were
times before I got the fellowship that I
dreaded going.

Norman, to work with him, and he
gave me a lot of stuff to read. Reading
all those books was a great thing, I suppose, and it taught me a lot about the
world, but, again, the map is not the
territory.I knew that I would be at the
very bottom rung of those who understand what Africais like, because I
hadn't lived there. So the time in
Senegal felt like a really intense freshman year, where you're the only
admitted freshmanin the program of a
university full of advanced graduate
students. I didn't know any more
about Africa,it turns out, than . . . I felt,
after
about four or five months there, I
Ashe: Becauseyou weren't sure that
was
on
par with the average three or
you wanted to explore some of the
four
year
old in terms of understandthings that you felt it would draw out?
ing the culture,and in many respects I
McKnight:Yeah, I really thought it
understood less.
would make me-maybe it was some
Ashe: By my calculations,you coined
sort of self-fulfillingprophecy,but I
the term culturalmulatto shortly
really had a feeling that if I went I
would have to take a good hard look at beforeTrey Ellis used it to such good
effect in his essay "TheNew Black
myself as a black man, a deracinated
Aesthetic,"
but both of you seem to be
black man, someone who hadn't grown
headed
in
the
same direction as far as a
with
the
benefit
of
up
day-to-day,yearblack aestheticis concerned.When
after-yearliving in a BlackAmerican
culture.And I knew it would also be a Evan, in I Get on the Bus, remembers
moving to Colorado, he says, .... my
test in terms of whether I would be
brother,
my sister and I developed new
able to leave the place with not only a
strong sense of myself, but just the pro- accents going to school with white
ject itself, of academicwork. I was very kids. Listened to and liked Elvis, the
intimidatedby that because it seemed Beatles,the BeachBoys and the
Animals as much as we liked Aretha,
more big-league than sitting in a
James
Brown,The FourTops and
libraryand tranquillyreading Wole
MarvinGaye, but we knew black
Soyinka or Amos Tutuola or Kofi
music better than we knew black peoAwoonor or someone like that.And I
also realized that, as GregoryBateson ple. The black people we did know
puts it, "Themap is not the territory."I were not like us." And in the short
had become fully acquaintedwith the story "TheHoney Boys,"in
map as a student. Not that this is say- Moustapha'sEclipse,Spider says,
ing much, because I did go to Colorado "Blackwas nothing more than a color
College after all, which doesn't have an to me. I was a culturalmulatto, born
AfricanStudies program.They have an and raised without the benefits of
Watts,chop shops, Motown street coraspect of their curriculumwhich perners, or deepdown Smithville fishing
mits trustworthystudents to study
holes and chinaberrytrees.... I was
independently under their own auspices, but there are no Africanson the too black to be white, too white to be
campus with respect to literature.So I black."Both narratorssound as if
was pretty much on my own. I studied they'researchingfor culturalbalance
some with Moses Nkondo, who is from up on a fence of blackness that is pretty
South Africa.I was given a small grant high up and not very wide at all.
to go to the University of Oklahoma,at Would you say that part of your misMCKNIGHT
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sion in your fiction is to widen that cul- were made unthinkingly. "Unless you
tural space? Perhapsby raising and
adhere to these rules you're not being
discussing the whole notion of "AmI
black enough, you're harming your
black enough for you?"
people, you're imitating whitey." And
McKnight:Unquestionably.And I'm a unlike this speakerin I Get on the Bus,
writer who doesn't really think of him- I recallvery early, when I was about
self with many overt political agendas. four, when my accent actually started
I'm not necessarilytrying to make the to fade. My accent,of course, came
world a better place to live,
from my mother. I was
although that wouldn't be
in Germany,lived in
born
There are a
bad, I suppose. Yeah, I've
New York,lived in
been trying with my fiction
California,and my mothmyriad of
to elbow a space for me in
er's accent,a Texas accent,
black culture that I haven't
wasn't terriblyTexas to
ways
to
seen. For example, I speak a
begin with. So I became
kind of idiolect that to an
more ... Califomicated.
express
untrained ear resembles
(Laughs.)
white speech, but to a
blackness.
Ashe: "Califomicated."
trained ear, to an aware ear,
it might be a combinationof
(Laughs.)I hadn't heard
things. Certainlythere'sa clearAfrican that one-and I'm from California.
strain in the way I speak. There'sno
McKnight:I guess not! We try to hide
doubt about it to me. I think that it's
that stuff from you guys. (Morelaugheasy to see, like, what the media did to ter.) All childrenspeak the so-called
O.J.-O.J. and his parade of white
mother tongue:Your language is often
women, O.J.taking diction courses to
acquiredfrom your mother-or both
learn how to speak "white."I find that parents,and then later on your peer
sort of thing irritating.White speechgroup. So I went to school without a
so-called white speech-doesn't belong so-called Southernaccent,which a lot
to anybody; it belongs to whoever pos- of people immediately say is black.
sesses it. O.J.speaks black speech, so
This is an importantissue for me
does BryantGumbel,so does Greg
because I grew up feeling elbowed out.
Gumbel,so does the guy who did that I have an essay on the subject
variety program,that talk show["Confessionsof a WannabeNegro"]
what's his name, ByronAllen? People in a book called Lureand Loathing,
make fun of him. They say he's not
edited by GeraldEarly.I talk about it
being black. And I ask again and again, at length. My speech first of all is
you define black.Give me a concrete
American;it's overlayeredwith
script;I'll act it for you if I can. We
AfricanAmerican,Midwestern,
should not be pushing for a kind of
Californian,maybe a little Easternnarrowness,we should be pushing for I've lived all over the place. What you
more expansiveness. This is the way
get is more layered. It's the "Princess
culturessurvive and grow and change and the Pea"thing all over again. The
and learn and live. To be narrow, from pea is still there, it's always there, it's
a culturalpoint of view, a biological
the driving force,but it might be overpoint of view ... I've often said, and
layered in the minds of some, with
this disturbspeople for some reason,
other culturalaspects, accoutrements,
that we should be like the mafia:We
borrowings, influences. And there are
should have our hand in everything.
those like Henry Louis Gates,Jr.,who
We should be everywhere. And we are. will argue that, and he's right, there's
That'sthe reality.But a lot of people
no essential blackness-people think
think that, unless you adhere to a cer- they see it all the time, but they go to
tain set of rules ... I grew up in the
put their finger on it and it disappears.
'60s and '70s when these demands
It's like when someone asked Fats
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Wallerwhat rhythmwas and Waller's
reply was, "Ifyou've gotta ask, you
ain't got it." Theremight be an essence,
but you can't get at it through a recipe.
We insist we're not all alike;we don't
all look alike, we don't all act alike.
"Honky,quit putting this pressure on
us-why're you always trying to say
we're this way or that?"And yet these
same blacks turn around and look at
other black people and say, "That
behavior is not 'black' ...."

Ashe: Wanda,as Evan puts it, is to
"blame"for his questioninghis blackness. Both get a chance to talk, at
length, about their conceptionsof
blacknessin I Get on the Bus, and I was
impressed with the balance that you
gave their respective positions. When,
late in the book, Wanda explains her
views on a black "Us"versus a white
"Them,"it seemed as if even if you disagreed with her-and I have no idea
whether you do or not based on my
reading of the book-that you respected her point of view. Was it a struggle
making her position sound valid?
McKnight:No, actually,it wasn't,
because if I didn't do that it would
belie everything I try to do as an artist.
I think she makes some really good
points. I also think that there are some
so-called black conservativeswho
make some very good points. If we
shut our ears to them they're of no
value to us whatsoever. Now, believe
me, it does get on my nerves when I
see fucking George F. Will always saying, "Hey, I read this greatbook by
Shelby Steele!"You know? "Hey, you
gotta read this book! This is the way it
oughta be!"But I think the core idea of
blacknessis not to agree and hold
hands and sing "Kumbaya"with all
our fellow black people, but to listen to
them and allow them their space and
their room to express themselves as
individuals. As JuliusLestersays, you
cannothave a society without individuals. You have to be able to allow them
the space to express themselves and
grow and believe that people can
change if need be. And so you always

engage in this dialogue, this polylog;
you have to engage in this longish discourse over the centuries.Selfhood is a
process, it's not static. It's ever growing, ever changing.
Ashe: AfricanAmerican Wisdom,the
collection of sayings and quotations
you edited, seems to strike a similar
balance.You appear to be negotiating
the maze of differentoppositions that
your blacknesscalls to mind: integration versus nationalism,non-violence
versus self-defense, and so on. Does
the mediating stance of this book continue what appears to be an ongoing
theme in your work?
McKnight:I'm afraidso. I guess I'm
one-note after all. (Laughs.)One of the
things I love about a city like, say, San
Franciscois that not only are there a
variety of cultures,but you have the
opportunityto explore. There are few
closed cultures in that city. One thing I
don't like about Pittsburghis you don't
have your ass up on GermanHill at a
certaintime, at night-don't be black
and be there-because they don't want
you there.Even if there's a jazz club
where a black person might be performing, there are tacitbarriers.And
that's one of the reasons I have trouble
with the term AfricanAmerican.It
excludes Africanswho don't have that
specific tradition,who live in America.
I rememberonce TerryGross on NPR
asked me whether I preferredAfrican
Americanor black.I said I use both of
them, depending on the context,but I
preferto keep blackaround because
it's inclusive;it forms an umbrellafor a
broad variety of black peopleCanadians,Haitians, anyone in this
hemisphere,and anyone in the other
hemisphere.I have a friend who's from
Panama.Is he supposed to refer to
himself as "SouthAfricanAmerican"?
"SouthAmericanAfrican"?(Laughs.)I
like black.I believe in as catholic an
approachto our selfhood as possible. I
don't look at us even as a race because,
for one thing, race has little value as a
word. Not that racism doesn't exist,
but I think of blacks-I think I say this
MCKNIGHT
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in the essay-as an aggregateand as a
civilization,because civilization
implies exchange. Yes, there's a huge, a
vast variety. But if selfhood is under
the umbrellaof a single civilization,
that leaves me open to access. I have a
friend, MuhammadAli, he's a writer,
and he wrote an articlethat appeared
in Essencemagazine a few years back
where he talks about the way Africans
are often mistreatedby African
Americans.I've seen and heard many
accounts of this myself. And when I
was in Africathere was a small contingent of black Americanswho went to
Africaand played the same colonialist
game the Frenchdid.
Ashe: Thereare some examples of that
in the novel.
McKnight:Yeah, that'swhy I write
about it. Goddamn right I've seen that.
And Ali's gotten death threats,but he's
right. Now if someone calls him up
and says, "Talkingthat way is going to
get your ass kicked,"that's wrong.
And no amount of relativismis going
to make it right. But if someone calls
him up and says, "Youknow, that
might be your experience,but I can
offer a certainamount of alternative
experience,"that's all right.The one
thing I love about Zora Neale
Hurston'snovel TheirEyes Were
WatchingGod is that section where
they're in Florida,I think, doing all that
grunt work, but there's a community
that gathers at Tea Cake's and Janie's
house, and they're all sort of exchanging and sharing,and they find out their
commonalities.They don't agree on
everything,but they're under the
umbrellaof black civilization again.
And I find that heartening.I just love
that.
Ashe: I'm intrigued by the way that
the Senegalese charactersin White
Boys seem to love to hear Bertrand
"speakAmericannoir" in "He Sleeps"
and "PalmWine."It seems to echo,
ironically,white Americanfascination
with black style and black speech. Does
it, really?Do you see it demonstrating
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how Africais, for Bertrand,both foreign and familiarat the same time?
McKnight:Yeah,yeah. What I really
loved about being there was when I
could discover correspondences
between the sort of vestigial
Africannessthat we carryhere and the
real articlethere. And they were
delighted with it, too. One thing I was
struckby when I lived in the villages,
when I lived in N'gor Village and
briefly in Yoff Village, this little triumvirate of villages populated by the
Lebou people-and I don't know if it
was just me; other blacks would claim
that they didn't feel the same way, or
have the same perceptions-the children there would be fascinatedwith
this "otherness"that they perceived,
and they called me toubob.The adults
would say, "Oh,don't worry about
that."And I said, "But toubobmeans
white man doesn't it? A white person."
And they said, "Well,it really means
foreigner."But they taught me a
phrase in my first month there:
"Doumatoubob;Nitcou Noula."
Which means, "I'mnot a white man,
I'm a black man."So afterI learned the
phrase I said, "Well,am I saying 'I'm
not a foreigner,I'm a black man'; or am
I saying 'I'm not a white man, I'm a
black man'?"Eitherway suggests a
certainkind of foreignness that really
suggests, to many Africans,whiteness.
And they couldn't answer that question to my satisfaction;you know, to
the satisfactionof my ego.
But it was pretty clear to me that
there was delight whenever anything
that seemed Africanwas coming
throughus; people would speak a kind
of expletive, they would say,
"Shuuuut-tut-tut-tut."Which often
sounds like our "My,my, my, my,
my," that sort of thing. And yet, at the
same time, they would often ask me,
"How do you guys say such-andsuch," and I would say it-and it was
kind of for their entertainment.And
after awhile I began to resist it because
I felt like I was back on the trackteam
in ColoradoSprings and someone's

saying, you know, "Canyou do your
imitationof Bill Cosby?or Nipsy
Russell? or ... ?" (Laughs.) Something

like that. You know, where the idea is
to sort of "performblackness"for people. And it was pretty clear to me that
it's always going to be a problematic
and complicatedissue for Africans
with respect to AfricanAmericans.I
don't really believe they saw me and
other Americans-black Americansas fully legitimate.Our blacknesswas
far too diffused and evaporatedin certain ways.
Ashe: Thatputs me in mind of the
DouDou characterin "PalmWine,"
who instantly dislikes Bertrandand
perceives his "diffuseblackness"
immediately,before he gets to know
him. What struckme was that it was an
example of classic prejudice.I mean literal, doctrinaireprejudice:"Iam prejudging you before I know anything
about you." He actuallysays to his
partners,pointing to Bertrand,"What's
this thing?"and he says it before he
has any conception of who Bertrand,
the person, really is. Was that a common occurrencethere?When you say
that the Africanhas a troubledor a difficult reconciliationwith African
Americans,is that sort of behaviorspecific to AfricanAmericans?or is the
behavior already there and sometimes
AfricanAmericansget run into this
culturalbuzz-saw, in much the same
way that they can run into racistwhites
here who have a pre-existingsense of
how they must be?
McKnight:It's the latter.Thereis a
preconception.Right afterAlex Haley's
book and the film Roots became popularized, there was an explosion of
AfricanAmericantourism to West
Africaand to some degree EastAfrica.
And there was some disappointment
with Haley himself in Africa.Some
Africansfelt he was connected to family. For them it isn't so much racial,but
do you have a name, what's your family name?And they were upset with
Haley personally.I don't want to disparage a guy who's been long dead,

but they had felt that since he had
come back to his family that he should
behave as a family member.They felt
exploited. They felt that he was just
there for self-aggrandizement,that he
should have helped his family members to get an education, that he should
have helped put electricityin some of
the houses in his family village, that he
should have been one of the leaders.
I'm sure that many of them thought
that he should have spent a great deal
more time in the Gambia.But he didn't. In the opinion of some of the locals,
he went there for photo-ops and to
shake hands. I'm sure he felt it was a
moving experience,but for some of
them it wasn't enough. So even people
in Senegalwho weren't directly connected to his family took it very personally. Many of them took it very,
very personally.I thought it gave them
the sense that we're all carryingthe
same kind of shallowness that often
white Americansare accused of having, that Africafor us is only a concept,
a kind of intellectualbailiwick, that if
we really insisted on going though the
work of re-connectingwith family that
we should engage with them as family:
learn the language, convert if necessary
to the correctreligion. But going
around and taking pictures and staying
in hotels ....
I was one of the few black
Americanswho even lived in a village,
and a lot of Africansadmired me for
living in a village. I've made reference
in some of my work to black
Americanswho pridefully say, "Well,
I've never set foot in one of those villages," and "Thosepeople sort of take
you for all you have," and yada yada
yada. A lot of Africansfelt African
Americans,black Americanswere acting like neo-colonialists.So in certain
ways, I think many Africanshad hopes
and expectationsof a closer, more genuinely filial connection.But let's face it,
three,four hundred years is a pretty
significantgap. Whenever they found
even miniscule evidence of what they
consider "Africanity,"they embraced
it. But there'sso much about all of us
A CONVERSATION
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that gave them pause. At the very end
of my time there I was quite certain
that there was little love and respect
because we had become too EuroAmerican.
Therewere many instanceswhere
my Africannesswas sort of on trial.
They wanted to see how much was still
left. I think it was really importantfor
them to see if I measured up. There's
this old saying, I think it's from the
Congo region: "Blackwill blacken
you." And in Egypt or some place,
there's a saying that "Theblack man
has one cup more blood and one more
rib than the white man."So there'sthis
whole thing of the heartinessof blacks,
the toughness, the strength,character.
But in this respect it wasn't physical,
but moral and spiritualand cultural
(and in some cases even intellectual)
strength.In certainways none of us
really measured up. But if you were
willing to try, if you learned the language, wore the clothing, ate the
meals-if you marriedan African
woman, or an Africanman-then you
could be adopted in a certainsense.
But it was never about color,never
about color;and this is what people in
our country are very confused about.
Therewas a woman who had been a
formerPeace Corps volunteer who
marrieda Senegaleseman. She was
blonde and blue-eyed, but she wore
her hair in the same kind of weave as
the black women. She dressed in
Africanclothing. And when I first
heard her speak in the bank, I couldn't
tell the differencebetween her Wolof
and anybody else's. I was stunned. I
turned around, and she was this perfectly pink-colored,golden-colored
woman. I turned to my friend
Medoune and I said, "Jesus!Is she
American?"He said, "Yeah,she was
born American.But she's Senegalese.
She's blackerthan you."
Ashe: Wow.

reunited,and it happened so rarely.
Then of course there were a lot of the
Americanswho, whenever I would
dress in Africanclothing-a kaftan,or
chayas, or a boubou-would tease me.
And it was the kind of teasing that
really pointed out their discomfort,
because there's an insistence that we
hang onto our difference,our
Americanness.So they'd say, "Areyou
getting ready for El-Hajj?"(Laughs.)
"Areyou going to celebrateRamadan
with the gang?"Thatsort of thing. I got
a lot of flack for living in the village. I
stood more on the intersticesof the cultures than a lot of the Americansdid.
And some of the Americanswho have
lived in villages found that after awhile
that they couldn't continue to live
there.I sort of left very precipitously
afterseven months of living in the village. It just occurredto me, quite
abruptly,that it would take a long,
long time to feel I belonged there.
Ashe: The narratorof "He Sleeps" and
"PalmWine"in WhiteBoys seems
somewhat, well, Evanesque,could we
say? (Laughs.)You know, shaky girlback-homesituation, somewhat indecisive, much culturalconfusion. Is
Bertrandan extension of Evan Norris,
who himself seems an extension of the
Bertrandin Moustapha'sEclipse?
What'sdriving your explorationof
these characters?

McKnight:Are they extensions of one
another?Yes, there are similarities.I
found quite a few of the Evan Norris
and Bertrandtypes when I was in
Senegal. I'm sure I was one of them
myself: people who came to Africafor
a longish period of time to sort of legitimize theirblackness and then return
with this boon. Amos Tutuola'sPalm
Wine Drinkardnever brings his tapster
back from Deadstown, but he does
bring the egg. And with the egg he's
like many heroes who go on these journeys-they don't always come back
with what they seek, but they always
McKnight:(Laughs.)So I think they
wanted for those returningto Africa
bring something back that they can
not just to be tourists,not just to go and share with others.Now with the Palm
snap picturesbut to become somehow Wine Drinkard,it ends up being a dis-
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aster.The egg breakswhen people start
getting a little too frisky, and all these
whips come out, and everyone is punished. One of the problems in the U.S.
is that blackness is this predicatedculture as opposed to poverty. So downhome bedrockblacknessis closely
associatedwith being poor, and this
slave backgroundand simple virtues
and values. To step outside of that
community of the poor means to step
out of blackness.So it's sort of an
intractable,insoluble dilemma, if we
can put it in those terms. Characters
such as Evan Norris and Bertrandwant
to overarchtroubleby going all the
way back to the source of blackness,
and coming back with something to
legitimateit in certainways. So you
can say, "Well,buddy, I might not live
in the 'hood, but man, I lived in Africa
for a few years. And boy, I'll tell ya, I
know what real blacknessis."
(Laughs.)

for blackness.And as long as you're
engaged in the search,as long as it's
importantto you, as long as it's being
questioned, then that's probablyall
you can ... you're as black as you can
be.

McKnight:Yes. But what most of these
guys find and what I found was ... I
went back there with the hopes of legitimating myself, because as a boy I was
the integratorin the schools I'd gone to
in the Deep South or West, one of only
one or two black kids. And I really,
really felt-like Evan feels, like
Bertrandfeels-that I wasn't two-fistedly black.And this has been an issue
for all of us: Are you "black"?And of
course, there is no ... I'm not going to
say there's absolutely no essential
blackness.But I haven't seen any evidence. I haven't seen it. I've seen these
things debated between Africans.You
know, you're not being "black."I once
sat with a friend, watching the news on
television. And he was saying, "Why
can't they speak Frenchlike the black
person, why do they have to speak
Frenchlike the white people? What's
wrong with these people? They are not
black enough." As far as the black
world is concerned,it's fairly universal. But part of being black is the search

McKnight:Well, you know-it's sort
of like marriage.(Laughs.)

Ashe: Many of the stories in White
Boys continue your examinationof cultural dissonances. "TheMore I Like
Flies"is similar to "PalmWine"and
"He Sleeps";it's just that this time it's
whites and blacks (and Koreans,for
that matter)trying to live together.But
"TheMore I Like Flies" (and I'm
reminded of "Peaches"and "The
Honey Boys"from Moustapha's
Eclipse,and maybe "Peacetime"from
TheKind of Light ThatShines on
Texas)seems to both call for multiculturalistcohabitation,multiracialcohabitation, and yet reveal the difficulties of
that cohabitationat the same time. Can
we live together?You'recertainlynot
calling for separation,but you're also
Ashe: It's a kind of hyper-essentialism, not backing away from exploring the
instead of going in the opposite direc- problems of the relationshipseither.
How does that work?
tion ...

Ashe: Yeah.(Laughs.)
McKnight:The end of the struggle has
to be worth it, but the struggle is
always going to be there. Let's not kid
ourselves. These problems are not
going to go away. There'sgoing to be
no fucking StarshipEnterprisewhere
you don't notice or make referenceto
somebody's big forehead (laughs), or
three purple eyes, or their black skin.
That'san unnecessaryfuture to imagine. The idea is not to ignore blackness
from whiteness, pretend it doesn't
exist-"Oh, I don't see colors"-which
I really find a detestableposition to
take, totally insincere.But we don't
really have a whole lot of choice;we
have to get along. As much as people
have mocked, reviled, and teased
Rodney King for having said "Can'twe
all get along?"it's probably going to be
as importanta remark,comment, or
question as MartinLutherKing's "I
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Have a Dream"speech, because it's the
final frontierfor all of humanity. It's
how we treatone another.It is hard for
me to walk into a room full of white
people with absolutely no assumptions. That'skind of what my work is
about. That'swhat it tries to do. People
have to be able to talk about these
things, and sometimes the talk is good
and sometimes not. The franknessis
good enough.

and the guy is talking about Michael
Jordan,and MichaelJackson,and the
guy's saying, "They'renot 'black.'"
I've never had a conversationlike that
before;I've never known anyone who
didn't see MichaelJordanand Michael
Jacksonas blacks.They were just
acceptableblacks. I've had people say
some interestingand startlingthings to
me. For some reason or another,in the
work place, in particular,people will
say things to me that they would never
admit in a real context or if other black
people were there.

Ashe: What's interesting,though, is
that your charactersdon't talk to each
other!I mean, take Casperand Spider,
in "TheHoney Boys,"for instance.
Ashe: Really?Likewhat?
They'rewalking down the street, and
McKnight:Well, one guy said to me,
Spiderwants to tell him everything
dad said never to talk to you peo"My
that'sbotheringhim-and he doesn't
we used to own you."
ple
because
tell him! (Laughs.) Wehear-as readis
a kid whose parentageis
Now,
this
ers-but Casperdoesn't hear.
clearlynot from a race-owningclass,
McKnight:(Laughs.)But doesn't it kill the black-owningclass. They never
you? Doesn't it kill you that they can't owned blacks, they never owned anytalk?
body; they were probablyindentured
Ashe: It is bothersome.The same thing servants themselves-some Okie kid.
But he said that to me. And I said,
happens in "TheMore I Like Flies,"
"Well,my dad isn't always fond of
where the narratorwants to talk to
white
people, either."And there's sort
Kelly, and he can't do it. The same sort
of
nowhere
to go afterthat, so we startof tension is going on in a different
ed
about
work-relatedthings.
talking
way in "Boot,"and in "PalmWine,"
When I worked at Safeway, as a stock
too, where Bertrandopens the story by
boy, as a bag boy, as a stocker of
saying, "I'venever talked about this
with anyone."But what I noticed when shelves, sweeper of floors, a guy said
I started to go through some of the sto- to me (and I was a virgin at the time so
I couldn't answer him truthfullyso I
ries was that,while you're right that
lied),
he says, "I'mtold that you're not
we need to talk about it, in so many
really
a man until you've had sex with
instancesin your fiction the characters
a
woman." I said, "Yeahthat's
black
are struggling trying to talk about it,
And I'm thinking, You
true."
(Laughs.)
aren'table to talk about it, want to talk
dumb
dope. Youshould
fucking
big
about it, don't talk about it.
have sex with yourself. (MorelaughMcKnight:Yeah, that's absolutely true. ter.)But I admire the frankness.And
They are a reticentbunch in their own it's my hope that the vacuum of silence
way. But my hope is that in the reader that's at the center of a lot of stories
it touches off a kind of anxiety or disand a lot of my characterswill prompt
comfortthat points to the problem
others to speak, readersto speak, and
without making the problem terribly
say, "Well,gee, what is the problem?
explicit. I have a real aversion toward What is this guy saying? How, in fact,
political didacticism.And as much as I do they feel? What would they say if
admirewhat Spike Lee has done on
they were frankwith each other?"But I
feel to try to be instructiveand to teach
film, there'ssomething for me unaestheticallyappealing when in the pizza people how to talk about race is part of
our problem.Becausewe have concoctparlorscene in Do the Right Thing
Mookie and the Italiankid are talking ed a lot of this terminologywhere we
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try to formalize things by referringto a these charactersoften don't realize it
blind man as ...
themselves-is that they're as black as
they're going to be, and they're as
Ashe: "Visuallychallenged."
legitimatelyblack as JamesBrown, or
McKnight:(Laughs.)Yeah.I mean,
StokelyCarmichael,or anyone else,
please-it's insulting. That'snot lanthat they make up this huge picture.
guage at all. It really isn't. I'm always
When you're always relating one thing
hopeful that the stories will linger for
to another,something is always going
the readers,and they will be disturbed to seem blacker,seem excessive. But
and unsettled by the silence, and
when you stand back from it there's
they'll try to alleviate it in speaking
this gorgeous, complex picture of what
about these things themselves. That's "blackness"is. White folks often have
my hope, anyway.
the disadvantage-which is often seen
as a privilege-of racelessness."Oh,I
Ashe: We were talking earlierabout
"Evanesque"charactersin your fiction. never think about my color,"that sort
Does the novel that you're working on of thing. You'remissing a lot when you
don't have that, when you don't want
[the recentlypublished He Sleeps]
have an Evanesquecharacterat its cen- that,because you lose the impetus for
ter?
refashioningyourself, for shaping
yourself in a very conscious way.
McKnight:Extremely!(Laughs.)
You're
not being responsible for who
ExtremeEvanesquosity!He's probably
and how you engage the
you
are,
more deracinated.He's the characterin
world.
And
this is one thing black peo"He Sleeps."But I've expanded it not
I
and
think
a lot of Hispanics, in
ple,
only into the intrigues that go on in the
have
our
country
always been engaged
story-I don't want to give too much
and
held
on to. It's what
in,
always
kind
of sexual
away-but also a
intrigue that this guy carries.And the makes us most interestingand distinct.
And of course there are a myriad of
reason I keep going back to these
places and these charactersagain and ways to express blackness.It's a
again is partlyjust to get things right. process. And if you consciously, willfully engage in this process, wonderful
And partly I guess, in the ultimate
things begin to happen.
sense, what I want to be understood-
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